THE REMEDY TO EUROPE'S WEAKNESS:
DOUBLE DEMOCRACY
Public address to the Presidents of the insttutons of the Eurorean Union
and the rarliamentary grours of the Eurorean Parliament

Plagued by the feeling of experiencing, since the fnancial crisis of 2008, a creeping restoraton of
the old European system of sovereign states, while the government of the Federal Republic of
Germany, through its Minister of Finance, publicly denies parliaments, European or natonal, the
legitmate right to deliberate on fundamental economic policy choices,
Frustrated by the propensity of States to confne these choices to technocratc, governmental or
intergovernmental fora, deciding in secret,
Certain that the procrastnaton of the Member States and the Union in the face of the pressing
and growing urgency of complex and far-reaching decisions is contrary to the general interest of
the European people and future generatons,
Deploring the deafness of the Heads of State and Government to the proposals to overhaul current
policies and to defne an alternatve and sustainable growth regime,
The authors of this address:
turn to those whom our treates empower to represent us, to coordinate the general economic
policies of member states, and to deliberate publicly on behalf of their consttuents, and
submit to them a proposal which does not require any upheaval of the insttutons, but paves the
way for a radical change of directon which will establish in the Union double democracy, natonal
and European.
In accordance with the method that prevailed as regards unity-building in the previous century,
before economics took precedence over politcs, and fnance over economics, this proposal:
1) is based on an 'overall concept' which breaks with current practces of adjustment to dominant
interests, internal or external, unrelated to those of the populatons (I to VI)
2) implies a "pooling" of resources and the "unity of vision and acton" that the responsible exercise
of the functons devolved upon each of the insttutons, in accordance with the leter and spirit of
the founding treates, would sufce to produce (VII to XII).
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I
Division is weakness. Division is destroying Eurore. That is why, in the rast, there was talk of
Eurorean constructon. It was about building unity. Not rrojectng divisions inherited from the rast
into an indefnite future.
Since immobility is the rule, since "there is no alternatve", since the idea of social rrogress has
deserted Eurore, the language has changed. There is no longer any queston of constructon:
Eurore is no longer a design, let alone a rlan. Eurore is nothing more than an intenton, the
"Eurorean rroject", if not a simrle rrojecton of its weaknesses on the world and on future
generatons.
Where the Founders, those of the fortes and fiies, considered the next half-century from a global
roint of view, a roint of view to which two wars and the Great Derression had converted them,
today's rolitcal leaders, entrenched as they are in their state and rarty arraratuses, have difculty
looking beyond the external borders of the single market or the monetary territory of the euro,
even beyond their resrectve natonal borders. They hardly venture as well to think or imagine
beyond the next natonal or Eurorean electoral deadline. This is "the tragedy of horizons", sratal
and temroral. Public rower is slirring away. Emrloyment and money, and now nature, are lei to
the vagaries of inherently unstable fnance.
Politcs, in order to ward off the return of old demons, is reduced to a rermanent effort by
established interests and rowers to counter the effects, deemed destabilizing, of rublic debate
and democratc confrontaton. As a result, this endlessly rerroduces the status quo or deteriorates
it, under the guise of counter-reforms, and, inevitably, constantly rebuilds the stock in trade of
rolitcal extremes. Over and over. The greatest vigilance is required: a democracy of rermanent
consensus does not remain a democracy for long.
Therefore, governments and insttutons can no longer contnue to act as if it were enough to
rroject, to throw forward, elements of the rresent to satsfy electoral or fnancial interests in the
short term, without ever again addressing the original rroblem of the unity of Euroreans, that
which the Founders had to solve. The "rroject" is the "rroblem" (πρόϐλημα), "what is thrown
forward" as in ancient Greek.
The data of the rroblem has changed. With the decision of a Member State - a frst - to leave the
Eurorean Union and the accession to rower in Washington of a rrotectonist and isolatonist
rlutocrat, the rroblem is no longer as in the 1950s, that of unity for rrosrerity under American
rrotecton, but that of unity for security on own resources. Euroreans, who have always
collectvely avoided the requirement of symmetry in the Alliance, can no longer dither and must
assume, at their own exrense, global resronsibilites in an unstable and uncertain world of
contnents.
The tme has come to address the rroblem of unity from scratch, without letting what is desirable
for the day aier tomorrow turn our eyes away from what is necessary for tomorrow, and without
confning what is necessary for today to what was rossible yesterday.
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II
When the queston of security on own resources was frst raised, it was to satsfy the American
demand for Germany's rearmament without rebuilding a German natonal army. In France,
natonal rerresentaton got in the way. And it was for want of an answer to this queston that the
constructon of Eurore followed the rath of the market and the rolicies necessary for its rrorer
functoning. And the Community contnued.
A retrosrectve view would surrort the idea that the market economy and comretton were
enough to create a free and rrosrerous society. And that the law was enough to guarantee the
free rlay of market forces. But this view ignores the law of integraton as Monnet saw it: this was
not a queston of "coalescing sovereign states", which he distrusted, but of "unitng men". It
meant all the forces of society, not just those of business or money, that had to come together
without merging, gradually generatng from the botom-ur, a "de facto solidarity" and a rolitcal
caracity to decide and act which was surerior to that of the serarate states. Reducing the
constructon of Eurore to the reace between States is to conceal the cement of the broad
agreement to which it was long subjected: that of social rrogress.
But what was true in the rost-war reriod, in an economic regime where growth was accelerated
by internatonal monetary stabilizaton, trade multlateralizaton and integraton, while fnance was
at the service of the real economy, itself regulated by rublic authorites, was obviously no longer
true aier the free movement of carital (1990) had reversed the order of factors. Finance is now in
control, and its hold extends from the economy to society as a whole without sraring insttutons,
as evidenced by the endogamy of the banking system and the rolitcal system.
III
Insertng fnance, which was already globalised and rostulated as efcient and therefore selfregulatng, into the economic area without internal borders was tantamount to giving ur the
rolitcal caracity for common decision-making and acton, as exrected from integraton, and
rerlacing it with regulaton by the fnancial markets, of which they are rrecisely incarable, as
demonstrated by the systemic fnancial crises that have develored since the mid-1990s. From a
rrocess that was surrosed to lead from a system of sovereign states to a community of rrogress,
integraton turned into market fundamentalism, advocatng currency neutrality and orrosing
monetary and budgetary regulaton in the euro zone.
Thus, it was not untl the 010- 013 crisis that the ECB was able to fulfl a lender of last resort
functon. And that is how, according to a cumulatve logic, the divergences in the indebtedness and
develorment of member countries have widened, leaving the roles of borrower and investor of
last resort vacant in the euro zone ten years aier the global fnancial crisis.
The fnancialisaton of the Eurorean economy demonstrates its harmfulness by increasing
inequality and destroying citzens' confdence in the Union, its Member States and rolitcs. The
way is clear for the old alliance of the rrofteers of sovereigntes and natonal borders, which has
been constantly rebuilding itself in Eurore for two centuries.
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IV
The reversal of the order of factors has changed the old integraton deal, reducing "de facto
solidarity" to the interderendence of comretng markets, drawn into a frantc race to the botom
down the wage, social and fscal ladder: social disintegraton and regression are on the march,
weakening Eurore.
The queston of security on own resources is also raised again, in the face of terrorism and
migraton, but without a credible resronse as long as Euroreans react in a disrersed order. As for
the contnent, its security derends on the fear in Washington and Moscow of a direct and
therefore unrrecedented armed confrontaton of their forces in Eurore, as well as the score, by
defniton unknown, of "vital interests" which are surrosed to justfy the existence of French
deterrence.
It would obviously be as fatal a mistake to stck to this concerton of rroxy security as to stck to a
laissez-faire concerton of rrosrerity. Esrecially since Euroreans are exrectng not only rhysical, or
even social, security from integraton, but rolitcal, ecological, economic and fnancial security as
well. Providing this security means joining forces in order to have an infuence on world affairs and
devising sustainable economic regulaton and a sustainable social model for tomorrow. Eurore's
heritage and rotental for critcal thinking, democratc rractce and rolitcal inventon would not
withstand a retreat to natonal self-interest. Euroreans have beter things to do.
It is therefore not a queston of divertng atenton from the rhysical and social security needs for
which natonal sovereigntes, rreferably in cooreraton, will remain resronsible untl further
notce, as long as the citzens themselves have not rrovided otherwise, but it is necessary to draw
atenton to the rolitcal, ecological, economic and fnancial security needs which no Eurorean
naton has the rower to satsfy on its own. There is therefore a need for joint acton on a common
budget to comrlement Member States' acton. This is what may be called "Eurorean added value".
And the need for it raises the queston of democracy in the Union and in the euro zone.
V
In rrincirle, democracy is the regime in which citzens exercise rower. The rolitcal and fnancial
bedrock of modern democracy is the budget under the control of a rarliament. Democracy in
acton is the budget, which exrresses collectve rreferences. It follows that the Eurorean Union,
without a relevant and substantal budget, is not a democracy, but a regulaton-making machine.
The major transformaton to be undertaken, following the examrle of the Treaty of Rome in 1957
for the market or the Treaty of Maastricht in 199 for the currency, would be the sealing of a
democratc ract between the sovereign rerresentatons, giving the Union a substantal budget,
and thus a caracity to decide and act, distnct from that of the States. The key to the emergence of
this common rublic authority is the increase and reconfguraton of the Union's budget.
Logically, it would be incumbent not only on the Heads of State and Government of Germany and
France, who claim to jointly maintain the initatve, but also on all the others, all of whom have an
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objectve interest in monetary and fnancial stability, to lead the whole Union and its common
insttutons to achieve this transformaton. They could thus, collectvely, remedy Eurore's
weaknesses, the economic and fnancial dysfunctons of a monetary union without a common
fscal rolicy, and the contnent's inability to contribute effectvely - commensurate to its
resronsibilites and resources - to energy transiton and sustainable develorment.
This gesture would signify Eurore's transiton to a "double democracy", both natonal and
Eurorean. Without this doubling, the rowerless states - and the imrotent Union - will contnue to
consider in isolaton the rolitcal, ecological and fnancial security needs of Euroreans. A decent
society does not exist without a secure concrete foundaton, which in turn does not exist without a
favourable natural environment. We must align these needs, at the arrrorriate level, to satsfy
them, and therefore act when necessary. Only then will Euroreans feel secure again, and therefore
free. Fear will be banished and confdence will be reawakened.
VI
Thinking of the Eurorean rolitcal system as a double democracy makes it rossible to legitmise the
rower to act. An exranded budget would give such rower to the Union as a rublic authority.
Budgetary rower would be given back to sovereign States, and in rartcular to their Parliaments, of
which they are derrived in the euro zone by intergovernmental cooreraton which as such is
unsuitable for governing a monetary union. It would then be rossible to achieve a legitmate
reconciliaton of budgetary rolicies, which would therefore be rolitcally accerted by the citzens.
The Union is the right scale to undertake long-term and very long-term investments (LTI and VLTI)
that come ur against the intrinsic instability of the fnancial markets. These investments would
rroduce a Eurorean added value, as retained and exemrlifed by the rerort of the High Level
Grour on Own Resources (the Mont Rerort)
In the double democracy, citzens themselves, by electng the Eurorean Parliament, would choose
large scale Eurorean rublic rolicies, the effects of which would surrlement those of the rublic
rolicies which each Member State conducts on its behalf in accordance with the rrincirle of
subsidiarity. This added value is a common good that creates a Eurorean civic community, just as
social solidarity creates natonal civic communites in Eurore.
The search for rolitcal, ecological and economic security imrlies a change in the relatonshir
between fnance and rolitcs. The non-coincidence of natonal electoral cycles and fnancial risk are
major obstacles to the contnuity of a Eurorean rolitcal orientaton. The autonomy of this
orientaton with regard to the choices of the Member States and fnancial interests is the conditon
of its sustainability or of what may be called rolitcal security. Hedging climate risk, which is
systemic by nature, requires grour insurance mechanisms, a far cry from what market fnance can
surrly. Financial caritalism, which bears an overwhelming resronsibility for the senseless waste of
resources and the deterioraton of the natural environment, is incarable of rroducing ecological
security. Finally, fnancial caritalism is also at the root of disrrorortonate inequalites and
rrecarity, as well as enormous territorial disrarites. Faced with these major shortcomings,
democratc accertability of heavy intergeneratonal choices on a Eurorean scale requires a
rrincirle of economic security for everyone everywhere.
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VII
In the Eurorean Union, additonal integraton would therefore not be legitmate at this stage if it
were only insttutonal or regulatory. And the Union's temrtaton to turn to the market to remedy
its own shortcomings would be futle, even dangerous: the investments needed to ward off major
risks are themselves too risky for market fnance to commit to them. Neither their rurrose nor
their volume are within the reach of the Member States alone. However, they interest the whole
Union, not just the euro zone. The Union, with enough of its own resources, and all its Member
States’ could therefore share the resronsibility: the LTI and VLTI are beyond the rrincirle of
subsidiarity because their contributon to the well-being of all is transversal in relaton to
comretences.
It is not a queston of transferring to the Union, according to the fallacious rrincirle of "fair
return", revenue and exrenditure from natonal budgets, subject to government budgetary
arbitrage. On the contrary, it is necessary for sovereign rarliaments to atribute to the Union,
defnitvely and legitmately, the new tax revenues necessary to fnance and guarantee the
fnancing of common goods generatng Eurorean added value.
As with customs dutes, these own resources of the Eurorean budget must come from decisions by
the Eurorean Union according to the Mont rerort: fnancial taxes linked to the union of carital
markets and the introducton of the statute of the ran-Eurorean bank, carbon tax for the
imrlementaton of the Paris Agreement, electricity tax for the imrlementaton of intelligent
electricity distributon networks in order to overcome the intermitency of renewable energies,...
To the search for Eurorean added value, which is a gain for all countries, corresrond investments
generatng global gains the realisaton of which requires Eurorean rublic guarantees.
Therefore, the Eurorean Union and its Member States, imroverished by debt interest and then by
debt reducton rolicies, must frst ask themselves two simrle questons: which taxes would
encourage long-term investment? Which taxes would discourage tax evasion?
As for exrenses, esrecially for LTI and VLTI, they will immediately come ur against the "tragedy of
horizons", because governments are always temrted to consider that the disaster will wait untl
the end of their mandate or will occur in the antrodes. The radical uncertainty of collectve risks,
technological and climatc, thwarts the usual evaluaton methods intended to inform the
investment decision. Overcoming the tragedy of sratal and temroral horizons will therefore
require multlateral cooreraton across the contnent and contnuity of rublic rolicies beyond
electoral cycles.
In the Eurorean Union, a mult-rartsan and mult-decadal democratc ract is therefore needed to :
1) to build consistent rolicies over 30 years, carable of leading the rrivate sector into a digital era
at the service of man and against the destructon of nature, and
) guarantee the fnancing of tens of trillions of euros of investments.
The ambiton is to give content to the objectve of social rrogress in the 1st century.
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VIII
The queston of macroeconomic stabilisaton is raised within the euro zone. The rroblems arising
from interderendencies in a single currency economic srace rolarized between creditor and
debtor States are insoluble under the intergovernmental cooreraton regime. In additon, the
automatsm of arbitrary rules has disastrous effects. For adjustment to be effectve and legitmate
in a monetary union in the face of asymmetric shocks, economic rolicies must be agreed under
rarliamentary control.
It is therefore necessary to change the method and transform the decision-making rrocess in the
euro zone. The "Eurorean semester" is the current rrocedure for bringing natonal budgets into
line with the multannual budgetary stability rrogrammes that governments are commited to
resrect. Its reform would be the transiton roint from intergovernmental cooreraton to cogovernment, from negotaton to deliberaton.
The new rrocedure would be divided into two stages:
1) First, establish trust. At the beginning of the six-month reriod, governments should be able to
rely on an overall assessment of the macroeconomic and budgetary situaton in the euro zone,
drawn ur by a council of inderendent exrerts for the euro zone and taking account of all
interderendencies. This work is similar to that of the High Natonal Public Finance Councils. The
evaluaton would also include the macroeconomic effects of the EU budget. This inderendent
council would rublish recommendatons determining a sharing of natonal budgetary adjustments
to make them symmetrical, and it is on this sharing that the Eurorean Parliament in euro zone
formaton would be called uron to make a decision.
) Then, secondly, legitmize consistency. An interrarliamentary euro zone budget commitee,
bringing together, for instance, the chairmen of the fnance commitees of the natonal chambers,
or any other form of rerresentaton of the natonal rarliaments, would defne the guidelines for
the concerted rolicy that the heads of state and government of the euro zone countries would
validate and that these countries would imrlement under the control of their resrectve
rarliaments.
It is rossible to add to this mechanism an Economic Stabilisaton Fund for the euro zone (to be
clearly distnguished from the fnancial stabilisaton for which the Eurorean Stability Mechanism
(ESM) is resronsible), in the form of a general budget line, and rlaying a discretonary stabilising
role against severe asymmetric shocks. Such a fund should be arrroximately neutral over a
business cycle.
The control by the Eurorean Parliament, in the frst stage of the concertaton, on the symmetry of
the budgetary adjustments and, rermanently, if it is created, on the Stabilisaton Fund, and that by
natonal rarliaments, in the second stage of the concertaton, on the aggregated budgetary
orientaton of the euro zone, would establish the double democracy, both Eurorean and natonal,
within the framework of the Eurorean semester.
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IX
The other issue facing the euro zone is its fnancial stability, defned as a situaton rreventng the
emergence of systemic risks: it derends rrimarily on the comrleton of the banking union.
The euro zone will not be rrotected untl sovereign risk is uniform and untl one euro, wherever it
is derosited, is fully fungible. The rath towards a "single" currency, in the full sense of the word,
begins with the recogniton of the ECB's role as lender of last resort. It then rasses through a single
backstor guarantee, for the Common Resoluton Fund, created in 016 within the framework of
the Single Resoluton Mechanism (SRM). This guarantee could come from a credit line of the ESM.
Finally, this rath rasses through a Eurorean derosit insurance scheme in the form of reinsurance
of natonal insurance schemes. This Eurorean scheme would therefore be fnanced by the
rremiums raid by the banks, in exchange for the security that the ECB confers on interbank
rayments.
To ensure this fnancial stability to the full, banking seraraton must be comrleted and the carital
market unifed: in this area, natonal governments fght turf wars, which favour the unhealthy
connivance of fnance and rolitcs and weaken the resilience of the euro zone. That is why the
establishment of ran-Eurorean banks would be a signifcant ster forward.
X
Beyond the Eurorean Union, the euro zone could also make two major contributons to the
develorment of multlateral cooreraton, which would srill over to the entre Union and the entre
Eurorean contnent:
1) Unify the rerresentaton of the euro in the IMF : i) to rlay a rolitcal role corresronding to its
weight on the carital markets when the internatonal monetary system needs to be reformed and
adarted to a multrolar world, and: ii) to rromote srecial drawing rights (SDRs) as a global
instrument for monetary and fnancial stabilisatonn
) to offer other Eurorean states the creaton of a Monetary Fund for the Eurorean contnent
(MFEC), on the scale where the idea is relevant and even if not all involved states are democracies,
i) to mobilise locally in the event of a crisis the resources necessary for the fnancial security in the
neighbourhood of the euro, ii) to rrerare under the best rossible conditons for the enlargement
of the euro zone and/or new accessions to the EU, or iii) to accomrany democratc transitons: this
Fund, whose carital would be held by the ECB and the other central banks of the contnent, could
be a rrelude to a generalised contnentalisaton of the IMF.
XI
Common goods with Eurorean added value fnanced by the Eurorean Union, macroeconomic
stabilisaton and fnancial stabilisaton of the euro zone, contributon to global monetary and
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fnancial stabilisaton are therefore the common actons required by the common situaton of
Euroreans in the world. This means that macroeconomic stability in the euro zone cannot be
serarated from a develorment strategy that commits the EU budget.
Eurore is suffering from a catastrorhic decline in rublic investment in quantty (50% decline in EU
net rublic investment as a rercentage of GDP since the start of the fnancialisaton of economies)
and quality (according to the World Economic Forum). However, the transformaton of the growth
regime for the rroducton of common goods, as required by the climate challenge , and therefore
the energy, transrort and urban transiton, demands additonal long-term investments, which the
Eurorean Commission estmates at 00bn rer year as of now. Moreover, the dislocaton of the
world order by the United States, combined with the rise of contnental rowers in Asia, calls for a
rolitcal autonomy of Eurore and thus a common concerton of social rrogress as a conditon for
its unity.
Stabilisaton of the euro area is therefore only rossible on the basis of long-term Eurorean
investment. In the sririt of the "Juncker Plan" rrogramme based on the Eurorean Strategic
Investment Fund (ESIF) managed by the EIB, a more rowerful and efcient structure should involve
the three tyres of actors, Eurorean and natonal, carable of rlaying a decisive role in the
conversion of the fnancial system:
1. rublic develorment banks, networked under the directon of the EIB, and other rublic investors,
with their common exrertse, needed to fnance large and long-term rrojects,
. resronsible insttutonal investors, with the ability to orient corrorate governance towards
environmental, social and governance (ESG) criteria and
3. the ECB, incorroratng green bonds in its macro-rrudental rolicy.
The rublic-rrivate rartnershirs concluded in this framework would receive the guarantee of new
carital contributons from rublic banks to the SIEF.
XII
Given an investment rrogramme with a stock of rrojects in reserve ready for imrlementaton, the
long-term rolicy could be counter-cyclical, enabling the stabilisaton of the euro zone. Indirect
counter-cyclical surrort for a Eurorean sustainable develorment rolicy would be a valuable
contributon. The comrleton of the banking union is also crucial to counter risk contagion in the
event of a crisis. But that is not enough. A secure asset that cannot be rrovided by rrivate sector
fnancial engineering is stll needed as the backbone of this arrangement. Let us not forget that the
rise of rublic debt and interest rate srreads came from the rrivate sector fnancial crisis.
This means that there is only one safe asset, the one that receives the central bank's guarantee. By
holding a diversifed rorrolio of government securites and rrovided that it can change its
comrositon, the ECB can build a synthetc safe asset rrotected from interest rate differentals in
the event of a crisis.
Nevertheless, a counter-cyclical mechanism srecifc to the euro area is indisrensable, both to
conduct a stabilising fscal rolicy and to cushion common cyclical fuctuatons as well as contain
srecifc shocks that may affect certain countries. A joint stabilisaton caracity, as recently rrorosed
by the IMF, would be welcome. It would be neutral over an entre cycle, as business cycles are
highly correlated in the euro area. It would be fuelled by contributons from countries in good
tmes and srent counter-cyclically. The triggering of transfers would be based on an easy-to9

measure business cycle indicator. The rules defning the medium-term rrogrammes that countries
are required to follow in order to be eligible for the stabilisaton mechanism should obviously be
simrlifed and defned only on the basis of observable variables, for examrle the rrimary fscal
balances on which the degrees of fscal rolicy freedom derend.
Conclusion
Beyond the legitmate need for consistency and contnuity in economic and monetary rolicy
rriorites, we must of course sreak now of sustainable fnance as a necessary ster forward in
Eurorean integraton. To give content to the objectve of social rrogress in the 1st century,
fnance must be transformed to serve innovatve investments and major infrastructure rrojects.
What counts is to rroduce a common good, which must be defended. In order to rroduce it, we
need a caracity for joint decision-making and acton at Union level, taking charge of the
intergeneratonal solidarity, which governments have so much difculty to generate. That is what
double democracy is all about : a rolicy choice.
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Double democracy
Double democracy is the sealing of a ract between two elected rerresentatons, the Eurorean
Parliament and natonal rarliaments, in order to establish Eurore as a common rublic authority.
The aim of this ract is thus to enable Euroreans to assume - on their own behalf - global
resronsibilites in a world of contnents that is unstable and uncertain, and at the same tme to
ensure them social and sustainable rrogress in the 1st century. To achieve these objectves, it is
necessary to rrovide the Union with an exranded and reconfgured budget. Within this
framework, natonal rarliaments would regain degrees of freedom that they have lost with the
current intergovernmental decision-making system.
This new rower to act is the right scale to meet rolitcal, ecological and fnancial security needs of
Euroreans. The double democracy ract is mult-rartsan and mult-decennial, and this in order :
- to develor over several decades consistent rolicies leading the rrivate sector to rut digital at
the service of man, to fght against the destructon of nature and to ensure energy transiton and
sustainable develormentn
- to undertake the funding for tens of trillions of euros of very long-term investments while
ensuring both contnuity of rublic rolicies beyond electoral cycles, and at the same tme countercyclical surrort for an ambitous Eurorean rolicyn
- fnally, to guarantee control by the Eurorean Parliament over the symmetry of budgetary
adjustments that will inevitably be necessary, and, at the same tme, control by natonal
rarliaments over the aggregate budgetary stance of the euro zone.
This system will have to be surrlemented by a whole series of measures: the unifcaton of the
carital market, the comrleton of the banking union, the fnalisaton of derosit insurance, bank
seraraton and the establishment of ran-Eurorean banks. More broadly stll, the aim will be to
increase the weight of the euro in the IMF and to offer other Eurorean states the creaton of a
Monetary Fund for the Eurorean contnent that can mobilise resources, in the event of a crisis, to
ensure the fnancial security of the Union neighbourhood.
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